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WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD –

Ages 4 & up
For 3 to 6 players

Toy contains small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.

RULES
Object:

Be the first player to reach the FINISH space.
Contents:

Game board, charade cards, 6 movers, game die,
label sheet.
Set Up:

Place the labels, in any order, on the game die.
Shuffle the cards and place them face down
on the table. Each player selects a mover
and places it at start. The youngest player goes first,
then play moves to the left.
Playing:

Start by rolling the game die and turning the top card over
so only you can see it.You will be acting out the charade
that corresponds to the number you rolled.
If the player is too young to read, they will act out the
picture on the top of the card.

Act out the charade to the player to your left, who will get
the first chance to guess. They are allowed only one guess
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for each turn! If their first guess is incorrect, the next
player gets to say one answer, and so on.

As soon as a player guesses correctly, that player moves
their mover ahead 2 spaces. The player who was doing the
charade moves ahead one space. If none of the players
guess correctly, no players move and that round is over.
The player to the left of the charade giver now takes their
turn acting out a charade and so on.
All Play Spaces:

If you land on an All Play space, stay there and, ON YOUR
NEXT TURN, roll the die and see what charade you have to
act out. ALL the players have a chance to guess out loud—
at the same time—what the charade is. The player that
guesses correctly, and the charade giver, both move ahead
one space. The player to the left of the charade giver now
takes their turn and so on.
Ending and Winning the Game:

The first player to reach finish (exact count is not
necessary) wins the game.
We appreciate your comments on Charades For Kids. Please address your
correspondence to:
Pressman Toy Corp.
Dept. Charades
121 New England Ave.
Piscataway, NJ 08854-4126

Visit our web site at: www.pressmantoy.com

Our customer service department is available Monday through Friday (except
during holidays) from 10:00 am until 4:00 pm EST at (800) 800-0298.
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